Abstract. In this paper, we show that the generalized fixed-point algebra of a proper groupoid dynamical system, under certain assumptions, may be fibered over any locally compact Hausdorff space to which a continuous map exists from the unit space of the underlying groupoid. We will also provide some important examples.
Introduction
In 1990, Marc Rieffel defined proper C * -dynamical systems to extend the idea of proper topological dynamical systems to noncommutative spaces ( [10] ). In 2009, the first author extended Rieffel's work in his PhD thesis to incorporate groupoid actions by defining proper groupoid dynamical systems. The results of this thesis later appeared in [2] .
The main result of [10] is that a proper C * -dynamical system gives rise to a C * -algebra, called the generalized fixed-point algebra, that is Morita equivalent to an ideal of the reduced crossed product of the system. It was shown in [2] that generalized fixed-point algebras can be defined analogously for proper groupoid dynamical systems.
Rieffel also showed in [10] that if a proper C * -dynamical system associated to a constant group bundle over a locally compact Hausdorff space can be fibered, in a certain sense, into proper C * -dynamical systems, then the generalized fixed-point algebra of the original proper C * -dynamical system can likewise be fibered over the space into generalized fixed-point algebras. It is our goal in this paper to offer a far-reaching generalization of this result.
Preliminaries
This paper concerns C 0 (X)-algebras, for a locally compact Hausdorff space X. A C 0 (X)-algebra is a pair (A, Φ) such that
• A is a C * -algebra and • Φ : C 0 (X) → Z(M (A)) is a non-degenerate * -homomorphism.
Note that Φ is non-degenerate if and only if for any approximate identity (e i ) i∈I in A, we have lim notation. We will denote by J(A, Φ; x) the ideal Span({[Φ(ϕ)](a) | ϕ ∈ C 0 (X), ϕ(x) = 0, and a ∈ A}) A of A, and (A, Φ) x the quotient C * -algebra A/J(A, Φ; x). For every C 0 (X)-algebra (A, Φ), there is a unique upper-semicontinuous C * -bundle A A,Φ , p A,Φ , where
• A A,Φ is a topological space, with underlying set x∈X (A, Φ) x , satisfying properties that are listed in [11, Definition C.16 ].
• p A,Φ : A A,Φ → X is a continuous open surjection, and p A,Φ (x, a) = x for all x ∈ X and a ∈ (A, Φ) x . For more details about C 0 (X)-algebras and upper-semicontinuous C * -bundles, see [11, Appendix C] .
The next result says that ideals of C 0 (X)-algebras are also C 0 (X)-algebras.
Proof. As E is an ideal of A, we have Φ E (ϕ) ∈ Z(M (E)) for all ϕ ∈ C 0 (X). It remains to see that Φ E is non-degenerate. Let (ϕ i ) i∈I be an approximate identity of C 0 (X). As Φ is non-degenerate, we have
This completes the proof. We will also need the following lemma, which describes how to transfer C 0 (X)-algebra structures across imprimitivity bimodules. See [8] for more details about imprimitivity bimodules. Lemma 1.3. Let A, B be C * -algebras, and Y an imprimitivity (A, B)-bimodule.
where h Y denotes the Rieffel correspondence map for Y (see [8, Proposition 3 .24]).
Proof. Let I(A) and I(B) denote, respectively, the set of ideals of A and B. Let Prim(A) and Prim(B) denote, respectively, the set of primitive ideals of A and B. Recall that h Y is a lattice-structure-preserving bijection from I(B) to I(A), and that the restriction of h Y to Prim(B) is a homeomorphism from Prim(B) to Prim(A), if both sets are equipped with the Jacobson topology.
Let
) denote, respectively, the * -isomorphisms for A and B coming from the Dauns-Hofmann Theorem. As (B, Ψ) is a C 0 (X)-algebra, [11, Proposition C.5] tells us that there exists a continuous map σ : Prim(B) → X such that
Define a continuous map τ : Prim(A) → X by
Then by [11, Proposition C.5] again, (A, Φ) is a C 0 (X)-algebra. Now, we have for every ϕ ∈ C 0 (X), ζ, η ∈ Y, b ∈ B, and P ∈ Prim(A) that
(By Rieffel correspondence again.)
For the rest of this section, we will assume that G is a second-countable locally compact Hausdorff groupoid, λ is a Haar system on G, and α is an action of G on a separable
Then r * G A A,Φ , p A,Φ is an upper-semicontinuous C * -bundle over G, and we will make the identification 4, 5] ). The full groupoid crossed product of (G , λ), denoted by C * (G , λ), is defined as the universal enveloping C * -algebra of the normed convolution * -algebra
, and we let π G ,λ u denote the canonical injective * -homomorphism
The reduced groupoid crossed product of (G , λ), denoted by C * r (G , λ), is defined as the closure of Γ c r *
with respect to the norm · G ,λ r induced from regular representations. We let π G ,λ r denote the canonical injective * -homomorphism
. For more information on groupoid crossed products, please see the excellent exposition in [7] .
Definition 1.5 ([2])
. A proper groupoid dynamical system is a triple (G , λ; A 0 ) with the following properties:
is such that for any net (ϕ i ) i∈I in C c (G, [0, 1]) converging uniformly to 1 on compact subsets of G, the corresponding net
is Cauchy with respect to · G ,λ I . (v) For each a, b ∈ A 0 , there exists a (necessarily unique) m ∈ M (A) having the following properties:
• For each c ∈ A 0 and u ∈ G (0) , we have
where (ϕ i ) i∈I can be chosen to be any net in C c (G, [0, 1]) that converges uniformly to 1 on compact subsets of G, without risk of ambiguity. Let
In [10] , the definition of a proper C * -dynamical system is simpler as it does not involve Haar systems. Haar measures are unique up to positive scalings, and it can be shown that the resulting theory is independent of the choice of a Haar measure.
By the results of [2] (mirroring those in [10] ), the following statements hold:
• The triple
gives us a pre-imprimitivity (
We call Fix(G , λ; A 0 ) a generalized fixed-point algebra. By completing X 0 (G , λ; A 0 ), we obtain an imprimitivity (Fix(G , λ; A 0 ), E(G , λ; A 0 ))-bimodule X(G , λ; A 0 ).
A Bundle Structure for Generalized Fixed-Point Algebras
In this section, we make the following standing assumptions:
(ii) (G , λ; A 0 ) is a proper groupoid dynamical system. (iii) X is a locally compact Hausdorff space. (iv) q is a continuous map from G (0) to X. Note: This means that (A, Ψ) is a C 0 (X)-algebra, with Ψ defined by
where Φ e denotes the * -homomorphism from
For any open/closed subset Y of X, adopt the following notation:
Then for each x ∈ X, the given condition means that G| {x} is a closed sub-
is not just a * -subalgebra but also an ideal of C * r (G , λ). This is guaranteed by an extra assumption in Rieffel's definition of proper C * -dynamical systems in [10] that is excluded from the definition of proper groupoid dynamical systems in [2] , due to certain technical obstacles. However, [3, Proposition A.1] does provide a checkable condition on a proper groupoid dynamical system ensuring that E(G , λ; A 0 ) is an ideal. (vii) For each x ∈ X, we have C * r G | {x} , λ| {x} = C * G | {x} , λ| {x} , where
for any open/closed subset Y of X. (viii) A 0 is closed under the left action Ψ of C 0 (X) on A.
For now, fix x ∈ X, and let
Then A 0 | {x} is dense in A| {x} . Indeed, according to the Tietze Extension Theorem for upper-semicontinuous Banach bundles, we have
, and A 0 is assumed to be already dense in A.
Next, define a * -homomorphism
To see that G | {x} , λ| {x} ; A 0 | {x} is a proper groupoid dynamical system, note for each a, b ∈ A 0 | {x} that whenever a ♯ , b ♯ ∈ A 0 are chosen to satisfy
.
Our goal now is to prove the following generalization of [10, Theorem 3.2].
Theorem 2.1. Under Assumptions (i)-(viii) above, the following are true:
for all ϕ ∈ C 0 (X) and a 1 , . . . , a n , b 1 , . . . , b n ∈ A 0 , and Ψ is defined as in Assumption (iv).
Before proving this theorem, we need a few more lemmas.
Proof. Let x ∈ X. By [4, Theorem 5.22], there is a short exact sequence
Here,
Hence, the isometric image of
As G is assumed separable, Renault's Disintegration Theorem says that π G ,λ u is unitarily equivalent to the integrated form of a covariant representation of G . With this covariant representation, it can be seen for a fixed ϕ ∈ C 0 (X) that
This yields a bounded linear operator Θ(ϕ) :
is a central multiplier on C * (G , λ), and it can be proven that Θ is a * -homomorphism from C 0 (X) to Z(M (C * (G , λ))). To establish the non-degeneracy of Θ, let f ∈ Γ c r * G A A,Φ , p A,Φ , ǫ > 0, and
< ǫ, which immediately yields
As f and ǫ are arbitrary, the non-degeneracy of Θ follows.
Finally, we must prove for any given x ∈ X that r C * G | X\{x} , λ| X\{x} = J(C * (G , λ), Θ; x).
However, this follows as both are C * -subalgebras of C * (G , λ) containing
as a dense subset, where
Lemma 2.3. Under the given assumption that
Proof. We follow the strategy of the second half of the proof of 
so the range ofσ • Θ is contained in C · id H , where Θ is from Lemma 2.2. Hence, there is an x ∈ X such that (σ • Θ)(ϕ) = ϕ(x) · id H for all ϕ ∈ C 0 (X), so
which yields J(C * (G , λ), Θ; x) ⊆ ker(σ). We thus have a representation (σ, H) of
However, C * r G | {x} , λ| {x} = C * G | {x} , λ| {x} ; as C * r G | {x} , λ| {x} is known to be a quotient of C * r (G , λ), we get a representation (τ, H) of C * where r denotes the surjective * -homomorphism in the short exact sequence in the proof of Lemma 2.2.
Proof. As C * -algebraic homomorphisms have closed ranges, the restriction of r| E(G ,λ;A0) surjects onto E G | {x} , λ| {x} ; A 0 | {x} , so there is a * -isomorphism
It now remains to show that
However,
so we already have
To obtain the reverse inclusion, note that the action of I x on J(C * (G , λ), Θ; x) via Θ is non-degenerate.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1.
is also a C 0 (X)-algebra by Lemma 1.1, but Fix(G , λ; A 0 ) and E(G , λ; A 0 ) are Morita equivalent, so Lemma 1.3 gives us the desired outcome.
To finish Part (i), it remains to establish the formula for Υ:
Throughout, let c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ A 0 and f 1 , . . . , f n ∈ E 0 (G , λ; A 0 ). By Lemma 1.3,
It follows for all
We have seen that G | {x} , λ| {x} ; A 0 | {x} is a proper groupoid dynamical system. We must therefore show that there is a bounded linear operator
Recall the * -homomorphism r in the proof in Lemma 2.2. Observe that
which yields ∀a ∈ A 0 : a| {x} X(G | {x} ,λ| {x} ;A0| {x} ) ≤ a X(G ,λ;A0) .
As such, A 0 → A 0 | {x} a → a| {x} extends to a bounded linear operator
, where
. By continuity we have that
Therefore, there is a bounded linear operator
As X(G , λ; A 0 ) x is a Hilbert J E(G , λ; A 0 ), Θ E(G ,λ;A0) ; x -module, the quotient X(G , λ; A 0 )/X(G , λ; A 0 ) x is a Hilbert E(G , λ; A 0 )/J E(G , λ; A 0 ), Θ E(G ,λ;A0) ; x -module by [8, Proposition 3.25] . By Lemma 2.4, we have the * -isomorphism
so we can ask if S is a (unitary) isomorphism of Hilbert C * -modules. Firstly, as
we find that S is an isometry. Secondly, S respects the C * -algebraic actions. Lastly, the image of S is dense in X G | {x} , λ| {x} ; A 0 | {x} , so as S is a Banachspace isometry, this image is all of X G | {x} , λ| {x} ; A 0 | {x} . Therefore, S is indeed a (unitary) isomorphism of Hilbert C * -modules. For any imprimitivity (B, C)-bimodule Y, it is known that the C * -algebra K(Y) of compact adjointable operators on Y is * -isomorphic to B ([8, Proposition 3.8]). Using this fact, we obtain
where the last * -isomorphism also follows from [8, Proposition 3.25 ].
Examples
Example 3.1. We will explain how to recover [10, Theorem 3.2] . In line with the assumptions in this result, let G be a second-countable locally compact Hausdorff group, and X a second-countable locally compact Hausdorff space. Assume that (A, Φ) is a C 0 (X)-algebra and that (α x ) x∈X is what Rieffel calls a continuous field of actions of G on (A, Φ), i.e.,
• α x is a * -automorphism of (A, Φ) x for each x ∈ X, and
is a continuous map for each a ∈ A.
Assume a dense * -subalgebra A 0 of A exists such that G, A| {x} , α| {x} ; A 0 | {x} is a proper C * -dynamical system. Then consider the groupoid G = X × G with the following properties: r) for all r ∈ G and x ∈ X. (iii) The groupoid operations are defined by ∀r, s ∈ G, ∀x ∈ X : (x, r)(x, s) df = (x, rs) and (x, r) −1 = x, r −1 .
Define q : G (0) → X by q(x, e) df = x for all x ∈ X. Pick a Haar measure µ on G, and give G the Haar system λ that imposes µ on G (x,e) = {x} × G for each x ∈ X. Then (A, Φ) satisfies our standing assumptions, is a C 0 G (0) -algebra, and
Let x ∈ X, and observe the following:
• G| {x} = {x} × G ∼ = G, so G| {x} reduces to a group.
• A| {x} ∼ = (A, Φ) x .
• α| {x} ∈ Aut((A, Φ) x ). One can check that
Next, define an action β of G on A by identifying β r (a) with (α x,r (a(x))) x∈X , for all r ∈ G and a ∈ A. Then Fix(G , λ; A 0 ) = Fix Rieffel which is precisely the right-hand side of (3.1). Rieffel's result, then, is that (Fix Rieffel (G, A, β; A 0 ), Υ) x ∼ = Fix Rieffel G| {x} , A| {x} , α| {x} ; A 0 | {x} , but this is just a consequence of our framework.
Example 3.2. Let G be a second-countable and locally compact Hausdorff groupoid that acts freely and properly on G (0) (for the definition of a proper groupoid action, see [1] ), and let λ be a Haar system on G. Fix the following objects: for any γ ∈ G and f ∈ C 0 G (0) , where g ∈ C 0 G (0) satisfies g(r G (γ)) = f γ −1 · r G (γ) = f (s G (γ)).
As C 0 G (0) , Φ u ∼ = {u} × C for each u ∈ G (0) , we can also define ∀k ∈ C : lt γ (s G (γ), k) df = (r G (γ), k). 
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